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Selections from the 2014 edition of the "Longing for the Divine" wall calendar: "The utter joy of the

drop is to dissolve in the Ocean" (Ghazzali) "O Beloved - Any pangs of hunger you stir, can only end

in a feast" (Ansari) "I was a hidden treasure longing to be known. So I created all that I may be

known" (Sacred Tradition) "In the market, valley, and mountain, I beheld only the Divine" (Ibn

Bakuya) "Through your deepest wound, Light enters" (Rumi) "Be like the river in charity, the sun in

affection, and the earth in hospitality" (Chisti) ... and another half dozen inspirational aphorisms from

scholar-saints like Hafiz, Rumi, Hiri, Kalabadhi, Imam Ja'far, and Rabia. / / / / / / / / / / / Following the

success of the award-winning 2013 "Longing for the Divine" calendar, Andalusian Arts presents the

2014 edition: Twelve stunning images captured by world-class photographers of the spiritual

tapestry of the Muslim world, coupled with the wisdom-words of scholar-saints such as Ghazali,

Rumi, and Chisti...a colorful glimpse into the living universe of traditional Islamic spirituality.

Featuring photography from Waqra, Sur, Luxor, Tunis, Rustaq, Agra, Kota Kinabula, Tripoli, Abu

Dhabi, and more...
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I purchased this because I have been in need of a wall calendar, and wanted one of decent quality

that also includes the Islamic months. This calendar is professional and well-done, however the

photographs are mediocre (in my opinion) and not incredibly inspiring for me. Also, I bought this

calendar in April but still paid full price. I think that when you purchase a calendar it should decrease

in price as soon as the year begins. So I feel that I definitely overpaid for this product and in the end

it is nothing special.

GREAT

I buy these calendars every year and will continue to buy them if they keep making them. Amazing

pictures, truing inspiring.

This year's "Longing for the Divine" is the eleventh year I go through the Islamic year with this

particular calendar. I have had other Islamic calendars (for example, "Doors to Jenna", but I prefer

the Andalusian Arts calendar for the large variety of inspiring pictures, the photographer's particular

vision.Furthermore, this year, I was able to get it before the new year has started. I appreciate this

very much, which, in the case of a calendar, is of value.Thank you. I am already looking forward to

the delight of the two friends to whom I will give these calendars.

I have for several years considered this to be an essential for any household, Muslim or otherwise.

Excellent photography combined with a Hijri calendar makes for a perfect gift and is a yearly

purchase for myself and family members. Now even easier now that this is available through .

The quote each month is inspiring, the photos exquisite--I order these calendars each year for

myself and my children. this calendar is such a pleasure to have hanging near my desk-even more



beautiful this year!And thank you so much for including Mawlid of Prophet Muhammad SAW

Subhan Allah! The Longing for the Divine 2014 Wall Calendar is beautiful, inspiring, and well-worth

gifting to family and friends.

I've been ordering this calendar for years. It's beautifully photographed and shows the different

mosques in different countries. Every year I look forward to seeing a mosque from Malaysia. I've

never been disappointed.
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